After purchasing our 2006 GL1800 and making our first weekend trip it was apparent to us that we
needed a cargo trailer. We researched nearly every motorcycle trailer on the market today, looking at
standard features, available options, size, and most of all price. We chose Turtle Hull Trailers, after
talking to Donald on the phone. The standard features far out pace those of the most popular trailers on
the market today. The size of the trailer is also perfect, we did not want a 20+ cubic foot trailer. We
were looking for a trailer that would hold two airline size carry-on bags, with room for a second set of
helmets and other gear. The Turtle Hull meets and exceeds those needs. Donald was also able to match
the color perfectly, 2006 Titanium.
Performance on the road is amazing. We have had the trailer in tow on both city surface streets
and on the open highway and it’s like the trailer is not even behind you. The trailer performs
exceptionally well at both slow and high speeds. On a recent trip to Lake Havasu, Arizona, we pulled
the trailer with a full load and got nearly 40 mpg while averaging 85+ mph (had to keep pace with the
18 wheelers). We have also pulled the trailer in very windy conditions and the performance is stellar.
We have recommended Turtle Hull Trailers to both friends and family and have even pulled our trailer
to our local GWRRA chapter meetings to show it off. The comments we have received at rest stops
have been nothing less that awesome and many conversations have been struck with perfect strangers.
My wife and I have developed a ride rating system which is a Saguaro Cactus
Based on our scale, we give Turtle Hull Trailers a rating of
Thanks Donald
Daniel E. Smith & Elizabeth Bottka-Smith
Tucson, Arizona

Saguaros.

scale from 1-5.

